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DRaaS Disaster Recovery
Simple. Cost Effective. Business Critical.
Disaster Recovery.
ViaWest’s DRaaS platform offers an easy to use and reliable DRaaS solution that is scalable to any business.
Utilizing Zerto’s technology, ViaWest replicates your virtual machines to a geographically diverse location, helping
with quick recovery after a disaster, whether man-made or natural.
We understand that IT departments are stretched thin, so we make disaster recovery simple by offering
hypervisor-based replication, continuous data protection, disaster recovery orchestration & automation with an
offsite backup.

Features of ViaWest
DRaaS Platform

“ViaWest proved to us

•

Hypervisor-based replications for VMware offered at
your site or current colocation facility

•

ViaWest managed cloud capabilities

•

Granular virtual machine protection with no
snapshots or slowdown

pioneer in the communications

•

WAN optimization built in

cloudware market, increase our

•

Storage agnostic replication

•

Automated failover, failback & non-disruptive
isolated testing

•

One free annual failover testing

•

Tiered storage for applications-based performance
requirements

•

RPOs from minutes and RTOs from one
hour, each based on the complexity of the client’s
environment

immediately that they
could meet our needs. Our
partnership with ViaWest
will allow OptimalPath to
maintain our reputation as a

competitive position, as well
as reduce time from customer
order, to turn up.”
Max W. Adams
President - OptimalPath

To learn more about additional ViaWest solutions, contact us at 1-877-448-9378 or sales@viawest.com
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Disaster Recovery on the Ground or in the Cloud
Protecting data is important, but the ability to recover applications efficiently and quickly is essential in restoring
operations and business as usual. When you consider the true cost of downtime, beyond immediate lost revenue
and production, it can damage brand, reputation and client commitments.
Because most organizations do not have the time, energy, capital, or expertise to manage a recovery strategy
effectively, ViaWest created the DRaaS platform to offer clients a simple and cost-effective Disaster Recovery
(DR) product that is scalable to any business.
Partnering with ViaWest allows clients to put a Disaster Recovery plan in place to help in the event of a disaster
by providing expert advice, counsel and testing on each individualized solution. Your company does not work in a
one size fits all environment and your Disaster Recovery plan shouldn’t either.

To learn more about additional ViaWest solutions, contact us at 1-877-448-9378 or sales@viawest.com
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